All text in brackets () This explanation.
psst.... come here...(: check this out.
Well, today is going to be different..., I have a revolutionary piece of code.
Try to imagine your brand's Logo as a unique advertising tool like no other.
One that offers a verity of marketing possibilities most simply does not have.
In the next few minutes, I'm going to reveal to you an entirely new world...
One that will save you a lot of time, energy... and a whole lot of money!!!
Starting today! All the ordinary, simple advertising tools you are using change
into Digital advertising tools that work... and produce results!!!
With the correct mixture of the tools we are offering, you would be able to
immediately increase you client audience and drastically reduce your
business's publicity and marketing costs.
Interested to know what's this all about...? Here we go...
Welcome to QrVision
Hello, I Angel
I'm here to tell you how you could harness an incredibly easy to use digital
and technological tool for the benefit of you and your business...
If you want to brand yourself properly and to save time...- you came to the
right place!
If you want to promote your business quickly and easily...- this is your chance!
If you want to Impress your potential clients & make them interested in your
brand, product or service by grabbing their attention at first sight.
You can get the best elevator pitch ever!
When a trend begins due to a large group of people all exhibiting the same
behavior, there is probably very good chance there is something to it!
In other words, it's worth investigation
None of us are strangers to barcodes.
We come across them in many situation is life–in ads, on business cards, on bumper
stickers on many advertisement and so on.
Here's what you usually seeing:
After that you say...Here's what you usually seeing: (Have to do with the hand motion as if
you bring the code off the screen into the screen... As
an example video I sent you. Please do this movement several times so we can get the most
natural movement. Thank you)

The potential in this technology is immense:
The Problem is, they all look the same, they have no clear difference of value and none of
them make you really want to take out your phone and scan them.
Between you and me, it's even a bit unfashionable and ridiculous...
Among today's colorful media elements you must have the ability to stand out.
So why should you stay in black and white? (After that you need to do with the hand motion again
this time in the opposite direction)

Take a look at The brand new QR style that will help your target audience recognize you
quickly and your brand stand out.
(Now then lift your hand Towards the camera. As in the example)
(Transit Leg Black and white video)...

This is the fastest, most simple and convenient way for your business to reach online
success!
This is a new, esthetic, branded and unique Barcode which integrates in it the
pinnacle of technology.
Using-QrVision, your client can view any substance or marketing message
you will choose to convey...
Any forward-thinking business owner... wants to be perceived as a wellfounded authority in his/her field.
Every day, new competitors are added to your market.
Competition for clients has never been greater... And while your competitors
make use of cheap, black-and-white, boring and incomprehensible barcodes,
this is your opportunity to create a distinct differentiation and a new face for
your brand!
What message do you really want to send about your brand...? Innovation...?
Credibility...? Professionalism...? Prestige...?
QrVision is an advertising power that works!
The use of our tools leads your brand forward in any media, you base your
position in the forefront of technology and project ingenuity, prestige and
strength!!!
Have you ever thought about trying to use QrVision?
You should try it yourself right now...
Simply scan the QR code and activate it by clicking on one of the Options. Go
ahead and give it a try...(:
Stop this video for a moment.
It’s OK, I can wait....(:
Did that work? If it did, click here / If it didn't, click here

Implement this technology on all of your ordinary advertising elements you would
normally use and this will turn them into digital advertising channels that will bring you
Calls, leads and customers!
Let us change the old and obsolete ways of advertising and together open for you your
digital channel that works to easily bring you customers.
Do you vision your business having its own unique QR with your images or logo on it?
Pay close attention: the raffle winner will receive their very own unique QrVision code FOR
FREE!!!
In addition, Non-winning participants will be able to redeem a discount coupon of up to
50% off.
This is a unique opportunity for today... Click on the link now, or do what your customers
will be doing and simply scan the code..:)
Our unique QrV code can be scanned in a simple manner using any smartphone QR-scan
app found in iPhone-AppStore, Android-PlayStore and all the likes of which.
You will save a lot of money on unnecessary printing expenses and will always provide
your customers with up-to-date information about your business.
With QrV your customers get a direct link to your Facebook page or your business website
without the need of typing a web addresses, passwords, digits etc.
Using your unique QrV code you no longer need to re-print every time sometime changes
about your business, like your web address or your phone number.
Let's take an example: If you have a restaurant, you can decide what your customers will
see when they scan your unique code. It might be your breakfast, lunch or even happy
hour…:)
You can adjust the settings in accordance to your choice at any time!
You can update your QR destination, change prices of your products and manage your
links at any time, from anywhere.
Yes, you heard right- No need to reprint your brochures and leaflets every time you make
a change! With one click, your unique QrV code will take the users your newest content,
wherever it is.
Our service allows you to significantly reduce the costs of your business advertising and
stay within your marketing budget.
It will save you a lot of money every year on unnecessary printing expenses.

(This is additional text which is an important part of our video.
I added it so because I do not know when we'll do the rest of the texts I
would be very happy if you can add a recording on this occasion and also
record this part.
There are about 400 words) (:
QrV is starting to be a social norm, and here's why:
…………
SO what is the Code..? Good Question(:
More clients, more work, more sales and most important more money!!!
Now Let׳s get down to business...
Only a low monthly Fee!
This ad is meant for those who want to stop working!
If you want to hear More details...Or if you are ready to join to our Global Success and
Make Money with QRVgroup Reseller and Affiliate Programs
We would love to hear from you!(:
Fill in your information and i׳ll see you on the next page_(:
Let׳s make some money together!
------------------How would you like to make real money for a change...?. Chances are you׳ve been asked
that question before!
But wait...
Do you think your business is different and unique than others? Then why do you act like
everyone else!
By using our unique tools and our market- any business owner will get the opportunity to
attract as many clients as possible without wasting time and money.
Want to know why we do what we do...? Click ON the Link...Only!, If you are ready to
learn how to market yourself online and Promote your business into a futuristic world
where you can create interest in people from all around the world to take an interest in
you or your products. Click-NOW!
-------------------

Hi, Welcome To AGroup Company.(:
Our vision is-“Allow any business owner to be able to share information easily and quickly
with people around the world.”
In our company, we believe that everyone is different. Everyone has his/her uniqueness.
It's important to me that you'll know that what we do is based on years of experience...
and above all you can depend on us!
------------------What's different about us...?
The combination between the design coherence and the technological persistency is what
makes all the difference.
We use a unique method we rigorously developed over the years...
A method that ignores the limitations of technology and enables us to perform a unique
optimization process for the code, which in turn promises an impressive, large and clear
display of your logo and product
With QrVision the transition between your marketing channels becomes easier than ever.
You can change the message you want to convey to your clients in any given moment.
QrVision connects your physical and digital world in a perfect fashion.
It doesn't really matter if the client meets your branded barcode in your business card,
mail, news-paper, on the menu, or even on a sticker in the middle of the way...
All of your simple and regular advertising tools today, transform into digital advertising
channels that produce results!!!
In the age we live in it's impossible to create extra time... but it's possible to create a
branded barcode that will save you a lot of valuable time!

